
Five radical ideas for 

Crossfields Green

We’d like your views!



Five radical ideas for Crossfields Green

The masterplanning for Crossfields Green is now underway.  It’s your chance 
to say how you would like to use the Green in future and how it can be 
improved.
We’re throwing a few wild ideas into the hat to get you thinking.  We’ve not 
talked to the church, the school, the dog-walkers or any of the users about 
these yet, so they’re mainly here to provoke discussion. And, we’ve posed 
some simple questions at the end.
The ideas are not mutually exclusive – you could do all of them (almost) if 
there was the money and will.
So, tell us what you think at ddodeptfordh@gmail.com. And, most of all, tell 
the planners what you think at www.lewisham.gov.uk/crossfieldopenspace

Read on for more details…

mailto:ddodeptfordh@gmail.com?subject=Ideas%20for%20the%20masterplan
http://www.lewisham.gov.uk/crossfieldopenspace


Close the roads

Grass the roads, 
remove the 

parking and open 
to pedestrians and 

cyclists



Close the roads

Coffey Street is really only used by parents dropping children to school 
and commuters who park in the parking bays (and whose cars are 
regularly vandalised).  Crossfields Street was used by the businesses, 
but they have now been moved out and its uncertain whether they will 
return.

So, why not close the roads and extend the Green, with access only for 
pedestrians and cyclists?

If parents really want a drop off point, this could be through bays on 
Deptford Church Street, and access can be maintained from the High 
Street.

Tell us what you think.  Send your views to  ddodeptfordh@gmail.com. https://dontdumpondeptfordsheart.wordpress.com/

mailto:ddodeptfordh@gmail.com
https://dontdumpondeptfordsheart.wordpress.com/


Connect with St Pauls 

Remove 
some or all 
of the wall 
to St Paul’s



Connect with St Pauls

We think the wall might be protected (listed) but wouldn’t it be great if 
we joined the churchyard – which is generally open to the public 
anyway – to Crossfields Green?  If we pulled down the wall between 
the two, it would open up spectacular views of the church – bringing 
the church more into the community – and providing a truly first class 
space for all to enjoy.  Especially if you also closed Coffey Street.

Tell us what you think.  Send your views to  ddodeptfordh@gmail.com. https://dontdumpondeptfordsheart.wordpress.com/

mailto:ddodeptfordh@gmail.com
https://dontdumpondeptfordsheart.wordpress.com/


Connect with Resolution Way

Open the 
railway arch 

to connect to 
Resolution 

Way

Connect 
Tidemill Way 
to Resolution 

Way



Connect with St Pauls

Few people wander into Crossfields Green from the south of Deptford 
Church Street.  But this might become more attractive if it was easier to 
get there, say through one of the railway arches.  It would also open up 
the green to the residents and visitors to the Enclave and to the flats on 
Resolution Way, especially if you could link it up to Tidemill Way 
providing easy access to Tidemill School and the residents around Giffin
Street.

Tell us what you think.  Send your views to  ddodeptfordh@gmail.com. https://dontdumpondeptfordsheart.wordpress.com/

mailto:ddodeptfordh@gmail.com
https://dontdumpondeptfordsheart.wordpress.com/


Create allotments…



…or an orchard



Create allotments or an orchard

Self-explanatory really, but if we think we can’t encourage more people 
to use this space, it could become badly needed allotments or, if we 
wanted to keep it more public, an orchard or community garden.

Tell us what you think.  Send your views to  ddodeptfordh@gmail.com. https://dontdumpondeptfordsheart.wordpress.com/

mailto:ddodeptfordh@gmail.com
https://dontdumpondeptfordsheart.wordpress.com/


Improve the High Street access

Relocate the gates 
and wall to St 

Pauls to increase 
visibility

Landscape and 
open up the 

courtyard



Improve the High Street access

• The way in to Crossfields Green from Deptford High Street is narrow, feels 
unsafe at night, and is quite difficult to spot.  

• When our campaign first started it was clear that many people living quite 
close – especially around Hamilton Street – didn’t even know it was there.  
It would require careful negotiation with the church, but if the courtyard 
area outside the church was landscaped and, perhaps the gates to the 
churchyard were moved backwards, the eye could be drawn to the Green 
better, it would be more visible and it would feel safer if it was it properly.  

• Given that that stretch of Crossfields Street is actually shut to traffic, some 
local businesses backing on to it could be encouraged to extend their 
operations into the space.  Island Buka and Deli X, for example, could 
extend their dining spaces into the public realm – modern pavement cafes!

Tell us what you think.  Send your views to  ddodeptfordh@gmail.com. https://dontdumpondeptfordsheart.wordpress.com/

mailto:ddodeptfordh@gmail.com
https://dontdumpondeptfordsheart.wordpress.com/


Other top questions

• Does the school really need that huge, and unloved, turning circle?  Particularly 
when our children are facing an obesity epidemic.  Could it be reduced in favour 
of more green space, or more useful space?

• Could we use the Green to enhance our cultural industries? A studio for an artist 
in residence, for example. Or simply some public art.

• Can we get rid of the fences?  Why is this field fenced anyway?  

• Does it still need a dog-walking area?  This is often the best-used bit of the park

• Could St Josephs use the Green for their pupils?

We’d like your views about any of our ideas.

Email your views to ddodeptfordh@gmail.com.  
And don’t forget to tell the planners what you think at 

www.lewisham.gov.uk/crossfieldopenspace
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